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Winner of the WarZone Secure
Survey Contest Announced
SAN DIEGO, CA. November 26, 2012 /Marketwire—Cyber Holdings, Inc. (“CHI”), an
Internet-based, privately-held company developing the WarZone Secure™ web-site located at
www.warzonesecure.com for personal-computer, on-line First Person Shooter (FPS)
Tournaments for individuals, small teams and Clans, today announced the winner of its on-line
survey contest.
The Company announced that the winner of the Dell™ Alienware X51™ gaming rig is Courtney
Phillips of Saskatoon, Canada. Ms. Phillips was randomly selected from all survey participants.
Courtney, whose Gamer Handle is “+aXis+AryaNix,” has been an avid FPS Gamer since 2006,
and is founder of the Clan Allied eXtreme InSurgence =aXis= (www.axisclan.com).
CHI also announced that the first 100 Gamers who sign-up for its newsletter at the WarZone
Secure website and enter the “optional code” “WinWithHonor” will be sent a WarZone Secure
dog-tag free of charge. Ten of those who receive dogtags will also be randomly selected to
receive a free WarZone Secure t-shirt.
About CHI: CHI was formed in 2011 and has completed one financing round with proceeds
used in the development of its WarZone Secure website and its proprietary anti-cheat
technologies. CHI is singularly focused on FPS games, and its technologies have been
developed by FPS Gamers and Clan founders.
About WarZone Secure: WarZone Secure is a multiplayer FPS tournament venue focused on
creating a “full circle” gaming experience where Gamers can actively compete in our
tournaments, engage in social interactions with other Gamers, experience a cheat-free
environment with our patent-pending “Win-With-Honor” anti-cheat technologies, be recognized
by fellow Gamers, learn FPS Gaming techniques and secure significant prizes. The site will
provide tournaments for individuals and small teams, and tournaments exclusively for Clans. The
initial launch will include 5 of the most popular FPS titles. The Tournaments are conducted on-

line (no console needed), and will be available worldwide 365/24/7. CHI plans commercial
launch of the WarZone Secure website in 2013.
Safe Harbor: This press release contains certain forward-looking information about CHI, which
is intended to be covered by the safe harbor for "forward-looking statements" provided by the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
Note: Dell is not affiliated with CHI nor has it endorsed CHI or it WarZone Secure website. CHI
purchased the gaming rig prize at full face value, with no discount and no benefits provided from
CHI to Dell or from Dell to CHI.
For further information, call 1-858-382-4533, or www.warzonesecure.com.

